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 Privacy, Security and Access Control are some of the challenges while sharing of 
physical resources among un trusted tenants. An anonymous authentication in cloud 

ensures that cloud users remain anonymous while getting duly authenticated. We 

propose a digital signature based authentication scheme with key management where 
Key Distribution Centers are decentralized in manner. A Key Policy Attribute based 

encryption scheme along with asymmetric key cryptosystem is used for encrypting the 

data that is stored in the cloud. To provide access policy Extended Attributed Control 
Markup Language (XACML) is used. Moreover, data stored in cloud is vulnerable to 

losses or corruption in order to overcome this, an automatic retrieval mechanism is 

used. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 The Cloud Computing is an emerging technology where different services such as Software as a Service, 

Information as a Service and Platform as a Service are provided. Privacy and utilization of data in public cloud 

are the primary issues that need to be addressed in SaaS, before handling the transaction of files with cloud 

server, the files require encryption to enhance the security since, Cloud storage is a model of data storage where 

the digital data is stored in the physical storage spans across multiple servers and the physical environment is 

typically owned and managed by the service provider, it may have some weakness in security. Therefore, Cloud 

service providers are responsible for enhancing security and availability of data. The main goal of this work is to 

proposed methods for anonymous authentication of users. The privacy of Cloud users are maintained in such a 

manner, where the identity of the user is not revealed to either the cloud service provider or to other users. 

Digital Signature Scheme (DSS) is used in this work in order to provide anonymity. In Cloud to provide secure 

data storage, data needs to be encrypted. In addition, this proposed work concentrates on data privacy and 

security based on access control. So , User Access Policy is provided to access the data in an authorized manner. 

The third goal of this work is to ensure secure authorization by using Extendable Access Control Markup 

Language (XACML). The Extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) has been proposed for 

DCAC in this work for cloud storage. The rest of the paper is organized as given below as, section 2 gives the 

view of previous related works for providing a secure storage for public cloud access control mechanism. It 

enables the readers to understand the limitations, challenges and secure storage of data in cloud. Section 3, the 

details of this present work which provides details such as system design and presents the overall system 

architecture as well as the model description, section 4, we describe an implementation of our scheme. Section 

5, we do an analysis of our system and assess its performance. We conclude our work in section 6 along with 

future project directions for further research. 

 

Related work: 

 In this survey, the existing approaches for handling various security issues such as key distribution, access 

control and authentication is discussed in this section. The decentralized access control mechanism provided in 

Sushmita Ruj et al., (2014) uses anonymous authentication for secure cloud storage. In their paper they 

explained the user validation using unique identity of the user and allow only valid users to access the stored 

data. They had used Key Distribution Center (KDC) to enhance the security in cloud storage based on Attribute 

Encryption Standard (AES) and Attribute Based Signature (ABS) protocol for enhancing the security in cloud 
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storage. Cong Wang et al., (2012) proposed a flexible distributed storage integrity auditing mechanism, which 

uses homomorphism token for tagging distributed erasure-coded data for user revocation. They proposed a new 

design that allows users to audit the cloud storage with very moderate communication and computation cost. 

Their design supports secure and efficient operations and their proposed scheme was highly efficient and 

resilient. In another work Sushmita Ruj et al., (2012) proposed data storage and access method in clouds. They 

proposed a scheme that avoids storing multiple copies of encrypted of data. In this work, data stored in cloud 

using encrypted format and use control policy in Clouds for security. Their approach results in lower 

computation when compared with other such schemes. Jinguang Han et al., (2012) given a methodology called 

Decentralized Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) which is a variant of a multi-authority ABE scheme where 

each authority can issue secret keys to a user independently without any central authority. Their proposed 

scheme is a decentralized scheme and eliminates the heavy communication cost. In their model, they issue 

secret keys to a user to achieve privacy preserving. Zhiguo Wan et al., (2013) provided a Hierarchical Attribute-

Set-Based Encryption (HASBE) by extending Attribute-Set-Based Encryption (ASBE) scheme with a 

hierarchical structure of different users. They achieved scalability and provide flexibility and fine-grained access 

control. In addition, they achieve user orientation based on time expired. Piotr K. Tysowski et al., (2013) 

proposed a attribute-based encryption technique that allows only authorized users to access cloud data based on 

a required set of matching attributes. Their methodology achieves the higher computational load from 

cryptographic operations assigned to the cloud provider to provide security. Lan Zhou et al., (2012) described an 

access control model base on Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), this RBAC provides flexible controls for 

„users to roles‟ and „roles to privileges‟ on data objects. They proposed a Role-Based Encryption (RBE) scheme 

which allows RBAC policies for the encrypted data stored in public clouds. However most of these schemes are 

computationally expensive and hence a new access control model is proposed in this paper. 

 

System architecture: 

 The architecture of the system proposed in this work consist of four major components namely 

Authentication Module, Policy defining Module , Key Distribution Center Module and Trust based Secure 

Storage Module as shown in Figure 1. The decentralized access control approach supports anonymous 

authentication by storing data without knowing the user identity but while decrypt only valid users can do it by 

matching the attribute set. This approach supports creation, modification and reading data that is stored in cloud. 

KP-ABE technique is used where data is encrypted and decrypted based on user attributes. Digital signature 

scheme (DSS) protocol is used for authentication. 
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Fig. 1: System Architecture. 

 The functional modules are defined as follows, In User authentication module, the user logins with their 

employee id, username and password. Here server is considered as a trusted entity to validate the user identity 

and provide permission to access the information available in the cloud storage. If the user not validated, then 

the server denies the permission. Each domain consists of a separate database, so it is easier to verify the 

username and password given by the user by obtaining their employee id with respect to their domain. 

 The user uploads the file after the server authenticates the user identity and valid user alone will be able to 

upload the file in cloud. In order to hide the user‟s identity here we provide signature based authentication. The 

server verifies the user signature and when the user is considered as a valid user then the server allows the user 
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to upload a file in cloud. After that authentication is carried out for signature using Digital Signature Scheme 

(DSS) Algorithm. The admin acts as server and performs a main role by monitoring the details of the cloud 

server, such as the number of the cloud users that are registered to that particular cloud and their usage details 

such as which file was uploaded by which user is maintained as a record by the admin and defines the access 

policy for users to access the data stored in the cloud. The access policy is defined by using Extended Access 

Control Markup Language (XACML). The flow of the operation done in policy defining module is shown in 

Figure 2. There are multiple Key Distribution Centers (KDC) provides keys to users after getting request from 

users. Using the Access key received from the Key Distribution Center, Users can download files from the cloud 

environment.  
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Fig. 2: Flow Diagram of Policy Defining Module. 

 

 While accessing data in cloud, the user who received the access key from the KDC, User can view, edit or 

delete a file in the cloud environment. The Encryption/Decryption process happens in this module. Different 

keys are provided for different users in order to carry out these operations. We developed a prototype model of 

the proposed system and executed it as a cloud application by using Google App Engine. Since our model is 

based on ABAC Access Control method, it follows strict Access Policy based control. In this paper two 

algorithms are implemented one is Digital Signature Standard (DSS) algorithm and Key Policy Attribute Based 

Encryption algorithm. 

 

Prototype implementation: 

 We developed a prototype model of the proposed system and executed it as a cloud application by using 

Google App Engine. Since our model is based on ABAC Access Control method, it follows strict Access Policy 

based control. In this paper two algorithms are implemented one is Digital Signature Standard (DSS) algorithm 

and Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption algorithm. To provide anonymous authentication, Digital Signature 

Standard (DSS) algorithm is used at the time of user registration.  

 

Algorithm: Digital Signature Standard 

 Step 1: Key Generation:  

 Step 1.1: Choose public key values. 

 Step 1.2: Choose a private key for user and compute their public key. 

 Step 2: Signature Creation 

 Step 2.1: Generate random signature key. 

 Step 2.2: Compute Signature using random signature key.  

 Step 3: verification  

 Step 3.3: Verify Signature using public key. 

 Step 3.4: If Signature is verified then user allowed to access else, it will denies.  

  Key Policy Attribute Based Encryption is a cryptosystem need to produce a public key for group users, to 

communicate between them. This key also had the information about the users by its associated attributes. The 

encrypted associates a set of attributes to a message by scrambling it with its associated key attributes. The 

clients are assigned with an access structure which is normally characterized as an access tree over information 

attributes. Client secret key is characterized to reflect the access structure, so that the client has the ability to 

decode the encrypted text, only if the associated attributes with the key fulfill the user‟s access structure. The 

proposed scheme includes key generation, file encryption and file decryption. In key generation it chose two 

large prime numbers and compute public key for encryption and private key for decryption. In file encryption, 

the message is encrypted by using public key and generates cipher text. In file decryption, the service provider 

authenticate the user if the key satisfies then the service provider provides access control to the user to access 

the file from cloud storage otherwise it denies the user from accessing the data from cloud storage. 
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Performance analysis: 

 In this section, we discuss and compare the performance analysis of our proposed system when used with 

decentralized access control and with other existing system. The proposed have been implemented in JAVA. 

The performance of our work was analyzed under various file sizes with various constraints.  

 
Table 1: Time Performance for transaction. 

File Size Encrypt and upload (sec) Decrypt and download (sec) 

1 KB 12 3 

10 KB 17 5 

100 KB 19 7 

150 KB 20 7 

200 KB 22 8 

 

 Figure 3 shows the file upload operation carried out for corresponding content shown in Table 1. The graph 

shows, size of the file in X axis and time taken for the file to be uploaded in Y axis. It is observed that the time 

taken for uploading a file increase while the size of file increases. But under a different sample of similar sized 

files, the time varies due to factors such as time delay. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Performance Analysis of File Upload Process. 

 

 Figure 4 shows the file download operation carried out for corresponding content shown in Table 5.1. The 

graph shows, size of the file in X axis and time taken for the file to be downloaded in Y axis. It is observed that 

with increasing file size, the time taken to download also increases. But under a different sample of similar sized 

files, the time varies due to factors such as time delay. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Performance Analysis of File Downloading Process. 

 

 In many paper the file uploading time is not a constant one but in this paper for same size file the time 

taking for uploading is randomly differ each other. If the time taken for upload file is high, then it is easy for the 

attacker to identify the encryption standard. 

 

Conclusion: 

 In this work, a decentralized access control with anonymous authentication is used for achieving secure 

storage in cloud. The access control technique used in this paper follows a decentralized approach. The cloud 

authenticates the user by verifying the credential‟s even without knowing the original identity of the user. In this 

framework, two algorithms were used, Digital Signature Scheme (DSS) and Key Policy Attribute Based 

Encryption (KP-ABE) .This algorithm provides a flexible and feasible approach to hide a user‟s identity. The 
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access policy used in this project is XACML policy. We are currently working towards extending our prototype 

to a larger-scale realization with more clouds storage and distributed resources and to hide access policy. We 

will verify its scalability in terms of performance and computation and communication overheads while user 

revocation occurs. 
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